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ABSTRACT

This paper proposes a face attribute classification method
based on attribute-aware correlation map and gated convo-
lutional neural networks (CNN). The attribute-aware corre-
lation map provides correlation information between pixel-
location and attribute label, and each correlation map of an
attribute provides information regarding regions where the
relevant features should be extracted. Using the correlation
maps of all the attributes, a number of most relevant face part
regions are discovered. Based on the face part regions, gated
columns of CNNs are simultaneously pre-trained on for face
representations then fine-tuned for attribute classification.
Here, each CNN column takes input from one of the regions
discovered. The column of the CNN is gated such that in the
backpropagation of the learning process, classification error
due to less relevant attributes do not over influence the learn-
ing process. In the experiment, we manually labeled each
image in the Labeled Faces in the Wild (LFW) benchmark
dataset with 40 face attributes and obtained significant per-
formance improvement over other state-of-the art methods.

Index Terms— Face attribute classification, Attribute
classification, Convolutional Neural Network, Gated CNNs,
Face representation

1. INTRODUCTION

Predicting the presence of various face attributes that includes
biometric features as well as the expression and accessories
worn can be conducive for various tasks involving tagging [1,
2], searching [1], ranking [3, 2], and face verification [4, 5].
and verifying a face. This prediction is often referred to as
attribute classification, and variations in pose, illumination,
and occlusion render it a difficult problem.

To consider many attributes simultaneously in an efficient
and effective manner, a common framework is often con-
ceived for multiple attribute classification. The framework
should extract effective features from pertinent facial regions
for each attribute considered, and classification should be
conducted based on relevant features extracted [6, 7, 8, 9, 10].
It should be noted that the features and pertinent regions

Fig. 1. The first and the third columns represent mean faces
for different attributes while the second and fourth columns
represent correlation maps between attributes and pixel val-
ues at different image location. Mean faces and attribute-
aware correlation maps for six attributes are illustrated. The
attributes in the first column (female, smiling, and African
American) are correlated with global region, while the at-
tributes in the second column (mustache, sunglasses, and
bald) are correlated with specific local regions.

would be different depending on the attribute. For example
to predict the presence of eyeglasses, relevant features near
the eyes should be examined whereas to determine baldness,
relevant features extracted differently from the features ex-
tracted from the eyes are extracted from the head and the
forehead.

Fig. 1 shows examples of mean face and associated cor-
relation map for six attributes(female, smiling, african ameri-
can, mustaches, sunglasses, bald). As shown, different facial
location provide different amount of information about an at-
tribute.

For face attribute classification, this paper proposes a deep
architecture composed of a number of different convolutional
neural network (CNN) columns where each column extracts



relevant features from different facial regions. The outputs
of the columns are gated and combined, such that the error
is backpropagated to each column with different strength in
the learning process. For a given attribute, different columns
contribute differently in the prediction.

The different regions from which the CNN are to extract
relevant features are pre-determined by discovering regions
most correlated with the attributes. Using training data with
associated attribute labels, the empirical cross-correlation be-
tween each pixel location and attribute can be determined. For
each attribute, a correlation map can be constructed, and from
the correlation maps of all attributes, a fixed number of re-
gions most correlated with the attributes can be determined.

There have been a number of deep architecture based al-
gorithms for attribute classification [11, 12, 13], and the pro-
posed deep architecture distinguishes itself from others in two
aspects: 1) the pre-determined regions are discovered in a sys-
tematic way such that it is highly correlated with the attributes
and 2) the outputs of the columns of CNN are combined with
gates, that the error is backpropagated to each column with
different strength in the backpropagation of the learning pro-
cess.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 describes the details of the proposed attribute-aware
correlation map for face part selection and gated CNNs for
face representation. The experimental results are reported in
Section 3, and the conclusions are presented in Section 4.

2. METHOD

The proposed method consists of attribute-aware correlation
map for discovering facial regions correlated with face at-
tributes, and gated CNNs for preventing over influencing clas-
sification error due to less relevant attributes.

2.1. Attribute-aware Correlation Map

In Algorithm 1, the procedure for obtaining attribute-aware
correlation maps is described. Given a set of N face images
{xi}Ni=1, and their corresponding 68 facial landmark points
{si}Ni=1 estimated using [14]. The face images is aligned
using facial landmark estimates and is resized to a fixed size
W ×H . The mean landmark is defined as the average of
all the landmarks s̄ = 1

N

∑N
i=1 si. To obtain correlation

maps {Itcorr}Tt=1 for T attribute classes, we compute pixel-
wise correlations over all image locations as described in
Algorithm 1. To obtain a more precise results, pixel loca-
tions are indexed by a local index (δw, δh, lref) rather than a
global index (w, h). Here, lref is the index of the closest mean
landmark to (w, h) that is to be referred, and (δw, δh) is the
local coordinate of (w, h) to s̄lref . For all face images and
corresponding landmark estimates, pixel values at the local
index (δw, δh, lref) are extracted and concatenated to form
vw,h = (vx,y1 , · · · , vx,yN )>. The value at (w, h) for mean

Algorithm 1 Pixel-wise attribute-aware correlation maps.
Input: landmark estimates {si}Ni=1, face images {xi}Ni=1,

attribute labels {yti}
N,T
i=1,t=1, mean landmark s̄.

Output: correlation map {Itcorr}Tt=1.
Procedure:

1: for (w, h) = (1, 1), · · · , (W,H) do
2: Compute local coordinate (δw, δh, lref) of (w, h):

lref = argminl ||s̄l − (w, h)>||22,
(δw, δh) = (w, h)> − s̄lref .

3: Obtain pixel values from images:
vw,h
i = Ii(s

lref
i + (δw, δh)>), i = 1, · · · , N .

4: Compute outputs at (w, h):
Itcorr(w, h) = Corr(vw,h,yt), t = 1, · · · , T .

5: end for

faces {Itmean}Tt=1 and correlation maps {Itcorr}Tt=1 are deter-
mined by an average of vw,h

i:yt
i=1

and a correlation between v

and yt, respectively.
Because {Itcorr}Tt=1 indicate the pixel-wise correlation to

the each attributes, the following score for a function face part
region Rp can be explicitly defined:

F (Rp) =
1

Area(Rp)

∑
(w,h):(w,h)∈Rp

T∑
t=1

(Itcorr(w, h)). (1)

In Eqn. 1, F (Rp) is defined as an average of correlation maps
over face part region Rp. To localize P face part regions
{Rp}Pp=1 that maximizes

∑P
p=1 F (Rp), we initialize 15 face

part regions and iteratively refine their locations by weighted
arithmetic mean.

2.2. Gated CNNs

In the learning procedure of the CNN columns loss signals
over all attribute labels are summed and are propagated to
update the parameters. Here, each attribute labels equally
contributes for learning, and it might degenerates the per-
formance. Because, for the given face part region, e.g. eye
region, and the corresponding CNN column, the irrelevant
attribute labels, e.g. mustache, is hard to be learned, and
the loss signal from the relevant attribute labels will become
dominant than the loss signal from the correlated attribute la-
bel, e.g. sunglasses. Loss signals from the irrelevant attribute
labels disturb the model to be learned from the relevant at-
tribute labels, thus, this should be considered in designing of
the model.

Model architecture. The proposed gated CNN is depicted
in Fig. 2–(b). The gated CNN consists of P CNN columns
and is designed to neglect the loss signal from irrelevant at-
tribute labels by using T gate layers assigned to each T at-
tribute classes. Each gate layer consists of P gates which are



(a) Single CNN column architecture (b) Gated CNN architecture

Fig. 2. The architectures of (a) single CNN column and (b) gated CNN, black and red arrows indicate forward pass and
backward pass, respectively.

assigned for each face part. The gate consists of the 1×1 con-
volution layer and subsequent Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU),
and its weight is automatically optimized in learning proce-
dure to scale down and up the loss signals from irrelevant
attribute labels and relevant attribute labels, respectively.

Each CNN column has four convolution layers with ker-
nel sizes 5×5, 5×5, 4×4, 3×3, and four 2×2 max pooling
layers as depicted in Fig. 2–(a). To extract both mid-level and
high-level representation, fully-connected layer is attached on
the 3rd, 4th convolution layer. Each CNN column utilizes the
face part region which is output of attribute-aware correlation
map.

Learning. Gated CNN is learned using error-back prop-
agation. The parameters of gate layers are automatically
optimized to provide appropriate strength of the loss signals
from attribute labels. Given the input image {xi}Ni=1 and
corresponding attribute labels {yi}N,T

i=1,t=1 the overall loss is
defined as

L=

N∑
i=1

T∑
t=1

yti log p(yti |xi) + (1−yti) log(1−p(yti |xi)), (2)

where p(yti |xi) = 1
1+exp(−net(xi))

, and net(·) computes net-
work outputs.

Classification. For classifying face attributes, the gate layers
and softmax layers are removed, and binary SVMs [15] are
used to classify the attributes based on global features that are
concatenation of local features from each CNN column.

3. EXPERIMENTS

3.1. Datasets

A-LFW. Most of the experimental results of the previous
methods were reported on the LFW [16], however, the at-
tributes labels are not available in public. We manually
labeled 40 attributes for the experiment and will make it
available in public. The A-LFW dataset contains 5,749 iden-
tities with totaly 13,233 images. Using the view 1 provided
in [16], we split A-LFW dataset into two parts, 9,525 images
for train and the remaining 3,708 images for evaluation.

CASIA-WEBFace. The CASIA-WEBFace [17] is the largest
public dataset for the face recognition and provides identity
labels. The dataset contain 494,414 images from 10,575 iden-
tities. We used CASIA-WEBFace dataset for pre-training of
gated CNN.

3.2. Implementation Details

We extract 15 part locations using the training set of attribute-
aware correlation map using training set of A-LFW dataset.
The face part images were augmented by horizontal flip and
were resized into 64×64. Due to the limitation in the number
of A-LFW dataset, we consider two-stage learning procedure.

In the first stage, we train the gated CNN by for face
recognition task to attain generalized face representation. For
this stage, CASIA-WEBFace dataset with softmax and cross
entropy loss is used.

In the second stage, we initialize the model with pre-
trained weights. T gate layers and softmax layers are stacked
on the outputs of CNN columns. The model is learned using
softmax and cross entropy loss in Eqn. 2. We used Caffe
[18] and libSVM [15] to implement gated CNN and SVM,
respectively.
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Table 1. Comparision result between the benchmark methods and the proposed method for 40 attribute classes on LFW dataset.

3.3. Experimental Results

Comparison with Bechmark Methods. The prediction
accuracies on LFW are reported in Table 1. Due to dif-
ference of attribute classes between previously published
results, we compute the averages for the common attribute
classes: male, female, youth, gray hair, black hair, blond
hair, bangs, receding hairline, bald, wearing hat, wearing
lipstick, heavy makeup, mustache, beard, smiling, thick eye-
brows, eyeglasses, and mouth open. Because FaceTracer
[5] and PANDA [11] did not report the results on the LFW
dataset in their original papers, we referred the results from
[13]. The results of Deep SPN, and LNet+ANet are referred
in the original paper. The average accuracy of the common
attribute classes for FaceTracer [5], Deep SPN [12], PANDA
[11], LNet+ANet [13] and the proposed method are 79%,
90%, 78%, 89%, and 93%, respectively. The experiments
show that the proposed method performed best for 12 of 18
attributes and in average. The proposed method reduces 30%
of the errors (from 10% to 7%) against the previous best per-
forming method [12].

Effectiveness of Gated CNNs. In Table 1, the compar-
ison results between gated CNN with a gate layer and the
CNN without gate layer is described. As depicted in Figure
3.3, the gate layer prevents the CNNs to be over influenced
by irrelevant attribute labels, and it leads to performance
improvement. For 24 of 40 attribute classes, the accuracy
is improved by using gate layers, and for other attribute the

(a) Beard (b) Blond hair (c) Eyes open

Fig. 3. The mean faces of (a) Beard, (b) Blond hair, and
(c) Eyes open are overlaid with four part regions that are in-
putted to gated CNN. For better visualization, two face re-
gions corresponding to the highest gate weights in the gate
layer (green), and two face regions corresponding to the low-
est gate weights in the gate layer (blue) are selected.

accuracies are similar or decreased 1% in maximum.

4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a face attribute classification method that uses
attribute-aware correlation map and gated convolutional neu-
ral networks (CNN) is proposed. The attribute-aware cor-
relation map considers pixel-wise correlations between face
images and attribute labels for providing more precise face
part regions that are correlated with attributes. Based on the
face part regions, gated CNN simultaneously learns face rep-
resentations and selects corresponding face part regions by
neglecting uncorrelated attribute labels with face part regions.



The experiments on the LFW dataset with 40 attribute classes
show significant performance improvement.
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